License Terms for End Users
The following license terms apply to your use of a BOSCH Vivalytic One (“Bosch Product”)
wherein a Java Runtime Environment (“JRE”) is embedded.
Definition
“JRE” refers to MicroDoc’s Oracle Java SE Embedded 8, a software product protected by
copyrights of MicroDoc Software GmbH (MicroDoc) and MicroDoc licensers (particularly
Oracle Corporation).
License
You obtain a non-exclusive, non-transferrable, limited license to use the JRE complete and
unmodified and only as embedded in and for the purpose of using the Bosch Product you
licensed or acquired.
Trademarks and Logos
You acknowledge that Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-related trademarks, logos
and icons including the Coffee Cup and Duke ("Java Marks") and agree to: (a) comply with
the
Java
Trademark
Guidelines
at
http://www.oracle.com/us/legal/third-partytrademarks/index.html; (b) not do anything harmful to or inconsistent with Oracle's rights in the
Java Marks; and (c) assist Oracle in protecting those rights, including assigning to Oracle any
rights acquired by the End User in any Java Mark.
Source Code
The JRE may contain source code that, unless expressly licensed for other purposes, is
provided solely for reference purposes.
Third Party Code
Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable to portions of the Programs are set
forth in the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file.
Restrictions
You may not:
• redistribute the JRE;
• cause or permit the translation, decompiling, disassembly, reverse engineering,
unbundling or extraction of the JRE;
• duplicate the JRE unauthorized except for backup or archival purposes;
• remove or alter any proprietary notices, labels or marks in or on the JRE;
• export the JRE in contravention of applicable export control laws;
• create, modify, or change the behavior of classes, interfaces, or subpackages that are in
any way identified as "Java", "Javax", "Sun" or similar convention as specified by Oracle
in any naming convention designation;
• distribute the JRE except as incorporated in and as an integral part of the Bosch Product
you licensed or acquired;
• Copy the JRE except as necessary to use the JRE, to follow normal archiving practices,
and shall use reasonable efforts to ensure that all copies of the JRE bear any notice
contained on the original JRE.

